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"With all the members and team of All Together in Dignity ATD 
Fourth World - Ireland CLG, the Board is proud to present 
this 2020 Annual Report. The year of course will not be forgotten 
easily with the challenges and predicaments related to Covid 19, 
which continues to have a devastating impact throughout the 
world and most especially to people, communities and countries 
experiencing poverty. ATD Ireland under the wonderful 
leadership of Dann Kenningham has managed to face these 
challenges in creative and dynamic ways which is depicted in this 
Annual Report. The heart of our work continues to be meeting, 
interacting and understanding the experience of poverty and the 
effects of socio-economic discrimination so that a better world 
can be created where no one will be left behind. As expanded 
upon on the acknowledgements section, we are very grateful to 
all of the supporters of ATD Ireland - the people and families we 
meet online or in person, the funding bodies, community groups, 
volunteers, friends, the wider ATD Fourth World community, the 
ATD Ireland team and the company members. We hope you 
enjoy this summary of 2020 activities and appreciate your 
continued support so that the objectives of ATD Ireland can be 
further met in 2021 and beyond." 

 
- Elaine Phelan, Chair of the Board, May 2021 
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Keep Connected 
 

During this period of lockdown, we as the ATD team have managed 
to maintain a connection in a world that seems to be broken down 
and where physical connection is not possible. We reached out; we 
needed to be connected to our ATD network of friends and 
supporters as much as they may have needed us. We benefited 
greatly through maintaining our connection here in Ireland, the UK 
and around the world. We have been through some of the darkest 
days in our lives … lonely, afraid, and sad ... but we managed to 
scrape through together with our humor and our many different 
talents, arts, crafts, music, writing, photography, etc. Most 
importantly, it helped us realize that the world was still there. We 
kept our humanity with dignity even though we were battered and 
confused by the whole surreal situation. Even the word ‘isolation’ 
- it doesn’t bring up any positive connotations, does it? Just being 
told you are in isolation makes you feel alone and it can really get 
into your head. 

The #KeepConnected page we set up on Facebook was so 
important just as an outlet. The name itself says it all. It was so 
important just to get out of this bubble, this isolation, a chance to 
look out into the world to be able to reach out and see that our 
friends and colleagues were there.  

We tried to maintain connections and it might have seemed small 
at times, not overly important, but it was vital and the fact that 
people were thinking of you brought in the human element. The 
isolation was like been put into solitary confinement, like a prison … 
the #KeepConnected page broke this space, like a clinch of light 
through the window…. being surprised by the sight of the sun or a 
flower. These moments were so important.  

 

The gesture of reaching out was critical. We hope this initiative 
helped break the isolation.  

Recognizing the sterling work done by the people who make up the 
community is so important. I’ve seen people stepping up to support 
others, ensuring people are getting food, medical supplies, and 
looking out for neighbors, the elderly and the homeless... people 
doing truly amazing things. I feel like I’m learning more from these 
actions than what I am hearing from the TV and from governments. 
A lot of this is done voluntary … we need to tap into this energy. 
You can’t buy that - it comes from the heart! 

 – Words by ATD activist Paul Uzell 

 



 
  



Lockdown Liberties  
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The Keep Connected page also led to the creation of a private writer’s corner online 
called ‘Lockdown Liberties’ – where a small group began to share personal writings, 
poems, hopes, dreams and reflections on life. The peer support nurtured between the 
writers was really strong. We encourage each other to write and continue to share some 
very powerful poems. 
This smaller group was formed as a result of people reaching out to others outside of their 
usual circles due to originally being part of the Keep Connected Facebook page. Through 
this, we discovered a lot of people who were experiencing a sense of being left behind 
during the lockdown situation – and so in reaching out to others within our community, the 
writers corner was setup. This small action in itself adheres to the Leave No One Behind 
principle and has led to an increasing amount of interaction with people who were in 
isolation and being over looked in the midst of the restrictions imposed upon society 
during this covid period. 
Through the medium of writing i.e. poetry, short stories and personal reflection using the 
creative process – we were able to reach out to and engage with a lot of new people 
unknown to us prior to the lockdown. We seized this opportunity to put into practice the 
promise contained with the SDGS to Leave No One Behind, which has proven to be a 
successful learning process. As small as our action was at the start – it has really grown into 
something far bigger than first thought. It has inspired others both in Ireland and further 
afield to reach out and to build connections within their own networks using social media 
platforms etc. 
We discovered by practising the promise of LNOB and reaching out to others that we have 
grown a small but reasonable sized virtual village, that is increasing its contacts through 
social media on a global scale. This shows the importance of practising what you 
preach. The promise works, if you work with it! 
Andrew one participant says: “With the Keep Connected page and the lockdown liberties 
group; I developed a new skill and a love for writing poetry. Writing poetry – it got me 
out of my head where I was imprisoned for a while and it let me focus on what matters in 
my life. Without these two groups, I would have been a prisoner to my mind” 
These projects are a way to put into action the ‘Leave No One Behind Promise’ in a context 
where many are struggling with isolation and hardship. Let us keep hold of the hope and 
belief that the SDGs and the Promise to Leave No One Behind can be a way to improve life 
for all – here in Ireland and in the wider world. 

 



Friends Remembered - Fergus Mc Cabe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

This year saw the sad passing of Fergus McCabe. 
We marked the passing and celebrated the life of this 
acclaimed social worker and community activist who 
died on 8th October 2020, suddenly and without pain 
after a long illness. Fergus was a valued member of 
ATD Ireland. 
He will be truly missed by his family, neighbours and 
many friends across the voluntary, community, and 
statutory sectors - in the inner city and abroad, in 
Belvedere FC and, of course, in the Neighbourhood 
Youth Project which he founded.  
Committed to social justice and equality, Fergus 
recognized and supported the potential of all young 
people, developed others through sport and music, 
and brought his family and community so much joy.  
Hope over cynicism! 

Prevention over cure! 

Humanity over dogma! 

Spurs over everything ☺  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Words from our Community 
 

 

ATD home visits are a core aspect of maintaining and building relationships within ATD Ireland. Little by little, these 
relationships allow people to develop mutual trust and respect at their own time and pace. Unfortunately, due to the 
pandemic restrictions, our visits in 2020 were limited. We did, however, keep in regular contact with those within our 
community through phone calls, letters, zooms and social media e.g. our Facebook Keep Connected initiative. Currently, we 
are very excited to be slowly and safely making a return to in-person visitation and participation.  
In 2020, we conducted interviews with those within our extensive community to ask what ATD support means to them: 
  
Martin: ‘When they go they’re not coming with a course, they’re not coming expecting them to turn up at 4 o clock on Tuesday evening, they go to 
where the family is and they probably have a cup of tea. They are skilled listeners rather than say, for example, in Cherry Orchard here there would 
be lots of struggling families and there would be lots of good agencies whether it’s addiction, whether it’s family problems,  to give you three 
examples, Barnardos, Family Scope, Star Ballymun… you have plenty of good agencies but the difference maybe with when ATD come and knock 
at the door they’re not an agency, they don’t have a programme, they’re not going to give you a leaflet and say this is where  you should 
move...they have time, they don’t have a mental agency to say ‘ok we need to put this person in touch with the county council to get that done but 
they have time to listen. That is hugely important.’ 
 
Paul: “We would go and we would try and take that dignity approach. There’s nothing forced, we don’t force ourselves upon them. You’re trying 
to build a bond and a friendship. You don’t want to push people away or frighten them off, rather just walking alongside people and to support 
and just be there. If they want to talk, they want to talk, if they don’t, they don’t. We can’t force the agenda.” 
 
Mark: “I think the key to good family visitations is an engagement, a willingness to learn and to develop a shared knowledge and then to invite 
people where appropriate into actions that would give them the experience of meeting other people in poverty and also give them the opportunity 
to participate and to express their life experiences.” 
 
Isabelle: “The people who are trodden upon, who are overlooked, who are not written about, are the ones who lead us.’ 
 
Stuart: “Built on the conviction that the very poorest people are vital is the source of all energy and effort that ATD puts into putting them in 
contact with people with similar experiences. Many people feel alone and guilty for what they’re going through, and bringing them into contact 
with people from other walks of life, and among others, people who are in a position to change the way our societies work, is so important.” 
 



Marking the UN End Poverty Day 
 
 
This year due to covid restrictions, ATD Ireland and the Irish 17 October Committee had to make changes to our usual programme for the day. 
Instead of hosting a large event at the Human Rights and Poverty Stone in Dublin as usual, we held a very limited and intimate private (socially 
distant) event there on the 16th October. This consisted of several close friends and allies of ATD and the Committee sharing testimonies, poems 
and speeches, and joining in for a jolly sing-song led by Cathal Holland. 
 
On the 17 October itself, a very successful online zoom event (hosted wonderfully by Maureen O' Sullivan) was organized to celebrate the 
International Eradication of Poverty Day. All went smoothly and over 60 people joined in to hear the 3 powerful testimonies of those with a lived 
experience of poverty, as well as words by Lord Mayor Hazel Chu, President Michael D Higgins, Belinda Nugent, among others 
who together expressed the importance of this event marked around the globe. The other 17 October events around the country were also 
presented. Songs were sung and ATD Ireland's new video (shared below) was premiered. Tears, warmth and laughter were all exchanged virtually.  
 

The important and topical theme of the UN World End Poverty Day this year was 'Acting Together to 
achieve social and Environmental Justice for all’. In Ireland, we additionally created our own title by 

popular vote which was 'For a Just Society and a Sustainable Future'.  
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Irene (Justice for the Undocumented, Migrant Rights Centre Ireland) 

 

“As a community, we are currently facing many different challenges which have 
been heightened during covid 19. This has impacted badly on our members, 
including job losses, cutting of working hours, risking working through the virus, 
unfair dismissal, poor working conditions. Working as a carer – no time off, no 
extra pay, lack of rest, risk to underlying health problems, kicked out of 
accommodation, death of family members back home, emotional and physical 

stress and heightened fear and anxiety. Being undocumented, you face many 
barriers in accessing support, particularly financially.” 

 
 
 

Folashade (Living in Direct Provision, Dominican Justice Project)  

 

“Direct Provision is not good for us because it deteriorates our mental health. 

When you live in these centers, you repeat the same things, in the same way, day 

in day out until you leave. Like my family, people can stay in this system for many 

years. Having no hope and nothing to do is damaging our minds. If care is not 

taken, the people who leave the system will still struggle day in day out. People 

who move out find it hard to adjust to life outside in the community because of all 

the hardships they experienced during the years they lived in Direct Provision. It 

leaves a mark on us.” 

 

 

Mary Brigid (Pavee Point) 

 

“Our ways weren’t respected and we were forced to settle. That took away the best 

part of how we made our living. As we’ve struggled to keep our way of life – we’ve 

been forced to live in places that are overcrowded and bad for us. There are not 

enough places for us to live. We are just 1 percent of the overall population but 9 

percent of the homeless population. Discrimination and racism, means it’s hard 

for us to get jobs or if we do we have to hide our Traveller identity. Our health is 

bad. Travellers don’t always get to go to the doctor or health services. We don’t 

get the information, some of us don’t get post and we miss appointments. And 

some of us experience discrimination when we go to the doctor, nurse or the 

hospital. With all that’s going on its no wonder suicide in the Traveller 

community is 7 times the national average.” 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



‘Does it Only Happen to Me?’ 
 
 

The project entitled ‘Does it Only Happen to Me?’ contributes to the wider campaign to have socioeconomic discrimination recognized 
as a tenth ground of discrimination in the Irish Equal Status Act. Our Socio-Economic Status (SES) project offers a platform for members and 
volunteers of ATD’s network to provide a space for people who experience socioeconomic discrimination to communicate their stories. We are 
beginning to see our hard work pay off as the campaign to end socioeconomic discrimination continues to be picked up and spread by individuals 
and agencies throughout Ireland. An example of this movement was shown through the article printed in the Irish times below. We have new 
funded projects in the works that we hope will further the campaign’s dissemination to the public. These will concentrate on empowering those 
who suffer from this form of discrimination to tell their side of the story through creative means e.g. art and film. Whilst the need for this 
legislation is currently being ‘reviewed’ by government we will continue to fight until it is ‘implemented’ in law.  

Equality must prevail! #10thground  
 





Hidden Dimensions of Poverty 
 
 

As a direct result of the International Hidden Dimensions research in 2019, 
which brought together people in poverty, academics and professionals to 
co-create an insightful and dynamic report - in March 2020, ATD Ireland in 
partnership with ‘educational professionals’ and people with a direct lived 
experience of poverty started the development of a new educational 
resource called ‘Understanding the Hidden Dimensions of Poverty’.  
This is aimed at educationalists, teachers and curriculum development 
specialists working at all levels of education in Ireland: – formal, informal 
and community. It provides a learning resource on poverty (including 
presentations by ATD Ireland community activists) highlighting the 
important voice of people with lived experience of poverty, that can be 
used widely.  
Link: Poverty Awareness – All Together in Dignity – ATD Ireland 
This educational tool seeks to raise awareness and open minds to the daily 
realities of poverty, mediated in part through the direct experiences and 
conversations of people in poverty. It enables a positive learning exchange 
of views and insights into this important contemporary issue in Irish society. 
We believed it was of vital importance that the project used real life 
statements, reflections and expertise from those who have been directly 
affected by poverty. This is a reflection of ATD’s philosophy that those with 
first-hand experience of poverty are the foremost experts on the issue. 
 ‘The whole idea of this training is to bring awareness and to bring the 
hidden dimensions of poverty that people probably wouldn’t associate 
with poverty...the stigma, the shame, guilt, fear, and an absolute sense of 
powerlessness.’ The most important part of this module is discussion; 
including the videos from experienced individuals either living in poverty 
or working closely with individuals affected by poverty, and the 
involvement of participants which is encouraged from the start’  
– words from ATD Ireland community activist  
Once the lockdown lifts in Ireland we will roll out this resource at the 
national level for schools and adult education institutions. 
‘Poverty Aware Practice’ module with Trinity Collage Dublin  

https://www.atdireland.ie/wp/poverty-awareness/


Poverty Aware Practice   
  
 
Using these resources – we created a ‘Poverty Aware Practice’ module 
to share with social work students at Trinity Collage Dublin, focusing on 
the Hidden Dimensions of Poverty. We are excited to continue in our 
efforts to bring the Hidden Dimensions findings into the forefront of our 
discussion on poverty - through social media, participation in anti-
poverty networks and through our developing links with educational 
bodies and institutions. Once the lockdown lifts in Ireland we will roll out 
this resource at the national level for schools and adult education 
institutions. We are already kindly invited to continue our work with 
Trinity students in 2021. 
 
 



17 Voices, 1 Message – Stop Poverty! 
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One of the impactful resources we begun 
sharing widely in 2020 was our new ATD 
Ireland films. 
 
‘What do you think when you hear about 
poverty? Our views can be influenced by 
the media, by popular stereotypes, and 
sometimes by personal experience. All 
Together in Dignity (ATD) Ireland launched 
its new film, 17 Voices, 1 Message; Stop 
Poverty. #17October this 17th of October. 
You can listen here to conversations with 
17 people, many of whom have lived 
experience of poverty, about what they 
think poverty is and what it means to them 
in the context of the annual UN 
International End Poverty Day on 17 
October. You could be surprised! What 
they have to say may change how you 
think and act about poverty.’ Click here to 
view ’17 voices. 1 message’ 
 
We also made a new short film version 
which focuses on what poverty means to 
people. Click here to view ‘What does 
Poverty mean?’! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/17october
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGtnyJ9Axus&t=304s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGtnyJ9Axus&t=304s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNFqUHVfgxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNFqUHVfgxg




Leave No One Behind Series 2 
 

 

 
  

   The Leave No One Behind 
Conversations Series 2 is an ATD 
project supported by Concern 
Worldwide. This 3- part workshop 
series is designed to start an 
inclusive conversation to raise 
awareness of the Leave No One 
Behind Promise of the UN 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable 
Development and to involve citizens 
from all walks of life (children, 
youths, adults – including people 
with experience of poverty and 
marginalization). We want to 
empower marginalized groups to 
actively contribute to SDG dialogue 
in Ireland by valuing their 
knowledge of social exclusion 
issues, based on lived experience. 
 
We are currently more than half way 
through our conversations. 
So far, we have facilitated 14 
workshops with 6 different groups 
from marginalized communities in 
Dublin, Longford and Cork. 
 
 

Whilst these came to a pause during 
lockdown, we are delighted with the 
insights from participants so far and are 
excited to continue the rest of our in-
depth conversations as soon as 
possible.  
 
We have begun to write up our report 
taking into account the completed 
analysis from the first workshops where 

we asked people which SDG’s were 
most important to them and why. The 
importance and interconnectedness 
of ‘No Poverty’ and ‘Health and 
Wellbeing’ are strong emerging 
themes.  
 





 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlYJuiOfJVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlYJuiOfJVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlYJuiOfJVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlYJuiOfJVg




WORDS BY LOCKDOWN LIBERTIES – 

VIDEO PROJECT COMING SOON 



 
 

 

Smiling faces from our lovely growing community at our virtual AGM 2020 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

NORTH WEST INNER CITY 
NEIGHBOURHOOD YOUTH 

 
 TRAINING AND 

DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECT 2 (NYP2) 

 

 PROGRAMME 
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ATD Fourth World - Ireland Ltd Expenditure

12 months ended 12 months ended

31st December 2020 31st December 2019

€ €

Staff Costs 60183.32 61169

ATD Centre Costs - Rent 18001 20253

Training Costs 0 8145

Electricity/ Heating 1529 3800

Telephone/Broadband 1347 1544

Postage, Stationery &  Materials 6337 26928

Insurance 1657 2429

Office Expenses 1977 723

New Computers and email upgrade 2883

Bank Charges 0 99

Memberships 950 600

Transport 1139 2450

Water 334 334

Overseas Travel 565

Audit & Accountancy 2370 2138

99272 130611

Income:  

Support from ATD Fondation and Agence Française de 
Développement (AFD) was up by €18003 – 18%. €20,000 has been 
deferred to 2021 activity. Other income was down by €31117 – 75%; 
reflecting the effect of activity cancelled due to Covid19. There is 
€10,000 income carried over from 2019 not reflected in income.  

This is being carried over in the balance sheet as the activity and 
corresponding expenditure is incomplete. There is €9130.23 included 
for a reimbursement due from ATD. This will be received in 2021.  

Expenditure:  

Payroll includes €8233 Revenue support for closure in Nov/ Dec. There 
were numerous changes in the team during this period.  

Our team is made up of local volunteers and full-time paid staffs 
including members of the International Volunteer Corp. Paid staff 
agree to work on a very basic income. 

Materials costs were reduced due to the lack of activity 

 

 

 



  

Summary of Income and Expenditure 

12 months ended 12 months ended

31st December 2020 31st December 2019

€ €

Income 118609 136785

Expenditure 99272 130611

Surplus/(Deficit) for the period 19337 6175

Balance Sheet as at as at

31st December 2020 31st December 2019

€ €

Current Assets

Cash and Bank 44017 10615

Deposit prepaid 3395 2800

Rent prepaid 4500 4500

Funding Due 9130 997

Grant Regarding Future Projects -30000 -10000

Audit Fee Due -1210 -2077

Wages due to UK -2232

Taxation Due -2754 -1325

Total 24847 5510

Opening Funds 5510

Surplus/(Deficit) for the period 19337

Income

12 months ended 12 months ended

31st December 2020 31st December 2019

€ €

ATD Foundation 83130 100000

AFD (French Overseas Development) 25000 997

Social Inclusion Division DEASP 4934 5700

Donations 2676 11294

IHREC 2450 5594

DCC - Stone + IFON 419 5250

Forsa Small grants 0 250

Mini grants (support Poland trip) 0 400

Concern LNOB grant 0 5000

NEIC programme grant 0 2300

118609 136785

ATD Ireland is funded by grants and donations from the public 
and like all companies in this sector is dependent on securing 

sufficient funding. For the past 10 years and the coming 4 
years, the French ATD Fondation is committed to support ATD 

Ireland to balance its annual budgets. 
 



 



Get involved in 2021! 
 

VOLUNTEER, ADVOCATE  
 

Our Friends and Volunteers’ Network is a means for 
everyone to get involved in the fight against poverty. In 
2020, around 10 new people joined our vibrant Friends 
and Volunteers’ Network. 
 

Friends and supporters help us in many ways from the 
running of our projects, fundraising, translating 
English/French texts, to preparing special events, office 
administration, accounts support, general maintenance, 
family support and a whole lot more. Whether you like to 

work alone or in a group, in an office or outdoors, on the 
front line or in a support role, we can always use the help, 
and we are flexible according to your available time and 
skills. It is also a great way to meet new and interesting 
people! 
 

Call us or find out more at: 

www.atdireland.ie  

 

@ATDIreland                

 

 
www.facebook.com/togetherindignityireland 
 
 

DONATE 
 

ATD’s work would not be possible without the generous 
financial support of ATD donors in Ireland and around the 
world. 

 

 

ATD Ireland is a registered charity (CRA 20072131 
 
– CHY 18678) committed with ATD International to the 
highest standard of efficiency and transparency in our 
financial transactions. You can donate online at: 
 

www.atdireland.ie/wp/donate 
 

JOIN THE DISCOVERY PROGRAMME OF 
THE ATD VOLUNTEER CORPS 
 

Members of the ATD International Volunteer Corps 
make a long-term commitment to working alongside 
families living in extreme poverty and are involved in 
activities and projects in Ireland and overseas. 
 

They agree to live on the same basic salary regardless of 
their seniority and responsibilities (close to the legal 
minimum wage of the country they work in - €18,600 gross 
annual salary in Ireland) and to be available to go where 
their expertise and skills are most needed. 
 

Families, couples, and individuals of all ages, from a variety 
of backgrounds and with an assortment of practical skills 
and qualifications, make up this diverse group of dedicated, 
full-time workers. 
 

There are a number of steps to joining the Volunteer 
Corps, the first being involvement in ATD activities and 
projects here in Ireland. 
 

Contact us: info@atdireland.ie

@atdireland 

http://www.atdireland.ie/
http://www.facebook.com/togetherindignityireland
http://www.atdireland.ie/wp/donate
https://www.instagram.com/atdireland/?hl=en


“Thanks to hope, we are able to believe that poverty is not inevitable, that it 
can be overcome, that it is an error of humanity, since it is by definition 
inhuman. It is anti-humanity. We really believe that all people can work 

together to overcome poverty — for that is what hope is — that we will be 
able to eradicate it and that all people, starting from the poorest people, will 

be able to work to overcome it.” 
 

Joseph Wresinski  
 

Founder of ATD Fourth World. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All Together in Dignity – ATD Fourth World is 
an international human-rights organization 
that works through grass-roots projects in 
partnership with people living in poverty. All 
around the world, it remains focused on 
constantly reaching out to the most vulnerable 
families, those who have a long history of 
poverty and educational disadvantage, even in 
the so-called developed countries. 
 
Since 2000, ATD in Ireland has been close to 
family members facing persistent poverty and 
struggling daily to live in dignity. ATD Fourth 
World – Ireland CLG is a company limited by 
guarantee and is registered for charitable tax 
exemption (CHY 18 678). Its registered offices 
are located at 30 Mountjoy Square, Dublin 1, 
Republic of Ireland. 
 


